


Students Get 15% Off
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SHOP SALE
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	$9.99 ShippingiOrders delivered to the continental USA shipping only.




	Free Technical Support
	2 Year Warranty
	$9.99 ShippingiOrders delivered to the continental USA shipping only. No coupon code required.




	Free Technical Support
	2 Year Warranty













Unlock 15% off your order with Student Beans
EXPLORE
	For instant access to this discount simply register and verify your student status with Student Beans. It's free!
	Use the exclusive code at checkout to apply the 15% discount. Applies on Nanoleaf Lines, Shapes, Elements, Essentials, Canvas Smarter Kits and Expansion Packs. Offer is valid for students in the United States









Get up to 54% off sitewide!
SHOP
	Lines
	Up to 22% Off

	Elements
	Up to 20% Off

	Shapes
	Up to 15% Off

	Nanoleaf 4D
	Up to 12% Off

	Bulbs
	Up to 25% Off

	Lightstrips
	Up to 54% Off

	Bundles
	Up to $319 Off
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Cancel
There are no items matching your query
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Nanoleaf Skylight New
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Umbra Cono Portable Smart Lamp New
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Nanoleaf Matter Smart Holiday String Lights New
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Nanoleaf 4D New
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Nanoleaf Matter Downlight
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Nanoleaf Matter GU10
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Shapes Limited Edition Ultra Black Hexagons
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Nanoleaf Blog All Blogs
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	Americas
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Canada
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United States
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Latin America + Caribbean
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Colombia

English
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	Europe
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European Union

English
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France

Français
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Germany

Deutsch
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Spanish
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Italy
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United Kingdom

English
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	Asia-Pacific
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Hong Kong

中文 | English
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English
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Japan

日本語 | English
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English
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English
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Singapore

English
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South Korea

한국어 | English
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Taiwan
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	Australia/New Zealand
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Choose Currency
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Hong Kong Dollar

HKD (HK$)
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INR (₹)
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IDR (Rp)
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JPY (¥)
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Shop By Category
	[image: Wall Lights & Decor]
Wall Lights & Decor
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Essentials


Shop Nanoleaf
	New Release
	Shop Accessories
	All Products


Offers & Savings
	Bundles
	Sale
	Student Offers [image: Student Offers]


Quick Links
	Customize Your Room
	Find A Store



Wall Lights & Decor
	Nanoleaf 4D
	Lines
	Elements
	Shapes
	Canvas
	Sense+ Control Soon


Essentials
	Smart Bulbs
	Smart Lightstrips


Ceiling Lights
	Skylight New
	Downlight


Smarter Partners
	Umbra Smart Lamps
	Secretlab


Seasonal
	Holiday String Lights New


Quick Links
	Shop Accessories
	User Manuals



Platform
	Apple Home
	Google Home
	Amazon Alexa
	SmartThings


Standards
	Matter
	Thread


Integrations
	Corsair
	Secretlab
	Overwolf
	Razer Chroma
	Engine DJ
	IFTTT
	Flic Button


By Nanoleaf
	Screen Mirror
	Desktop App
	Mobile App


Quick Links
Smarter Partners
Smarter Partners leverage Nanoleaf's SmarterIQ technology to light up their own products, and take them to the next level.
LEARN MORE
Developer Portal (API)
Elevate your Nanoleaf product experience with our OpenAPI. Effortlessly integrate your setup with third-party devices and services, empowering you with unparalleled control over your hardware.
LOG IN



**Support for the above may vary by product.


About Us
Discover exciting collaborations and get inspired by unique stories.
LEARN MORE

News & Blogs
Stay up to date with Nanoleaf. Read about product launches, new features, and tips & tricks.
LEARN MORE

Press Release
Access our latest press kits & press releases.
CONTINUE


Personalize Your Layout
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Winter Blues
	[image: Customise Your Space]
Customise Your Space
	[image: RGBuff Game]
RGBuff Game


Our Communities
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Resources
Product User Manuals
Access product specific setup guides, troubleshooting tips, and FAQs here.
CONTINUE

Additional Support
	Tutorial Videos [image: Tutorial Videos]
	Help Articles
	Open Support Request






Shopping Cart




Your Cart is Empty




Subtotal
0

Points to earn in cart:
+6190 pts

?


Points in account:
4550 pts

?


checkout



  has been added in your cart!

 removed.  has been added in your cart!

 removed from your cart!
undo

404 | Page Not Found
These aren't the droids you're looking for.
The princess is in another castle.
Your wallet's in your other pants.
We're not quite sure where your keys are.
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Try Again?
HomepageWe respect your personal privacy
This website uses first and third party cookies to personalise your experience, analyse web traffic data, and optimise performance. We never sell your data to third parties. Privacy Policy.



ACCEPT ALL
MANAGE CHOICES


Manage Data Sharing
All data collected and processed is handled in accordance with our privacy policy. We do not sell your personal information to third parties, and collected data is anonymised and aggregated to cohorts wherever possible. "First Party" cookies refers to data usage on this website, and generally cannot be disabled without breaking core functionality. "Third Party" cookies refers to cookies which are stored in your browser and accessible by a third party vendor. Please see the appropriate tabs for more information.


First Party Usage
Third Party Usage
Data Vendors


Essential Functions & Legitimate Interest
The below services are essential to the function of this website, and cannot be disabled without breaking your browsing experience. They're designed to process data in your browser only ("first party"), and to not transmit information to our servers or to third party servers (with the exception of if you choose to log into our website, as explained in more detail below).

	 Nanoleaf Geolocation Service


We use your IP address to determine the country which you're connecting from and suggest the locale which is most relevant to your physical location (localising product information, availability, and currency). Data processing is conducted on the client side (your browser), and your location preference is stored in a cookie in your browser. Pinpointing your location by this service is restricted to the country level, and is not sent to our servers for storage or further analysis.



	 Nanoleaf Language Identification Service


We use the preferred language settings provided by the user-agent of your browser to suggest content which is available in your language. Data processing is conducted on the client side (your browser), and your language preference is stored in a cookie in your browser. This information is not sent to our servers for storage or further analysis.



	 Nanoleaf Single Sign-On Service


Upon login with an eligible Nanoleaf account, we generate a hashed and anonymised token and store it in your browser. This facilitates single sign on for various accounts that you use to interact with our products and services (Nanoleaf Shop, Nanoleaf Helpdesk, Nanoleaf App, and/or Nanoleaf Cloud). This token does interact with third party services if you log into our website, but is designed in such a way that it cannot be used to identify you without access to additional data (specifically, a database containing information registered in any of your Nanoleaf user accounts). For more information on these interactions, please review the "Third Party" and "Data Vendors" sections.








	 Functionality & Legitimate Interest


Data collected of this type is required for this website to function, and cannot be disabled. To prevent this type of data usage, please disable Javascript in the browser. Note that doing so may break your browsing experience on this website, and make certain content or functionality unavailable until Javascript is enabled and the page reloaded. See the Data Vendors tab for more information on processor and subprocessor relationships.



	 Security & Authentication Usage


You consent to our collection and processing of data in order to securely authenticate your account(s) with Nanoleaf and to enhance the protection of any personal information willingly provided to Nanoleaf. This type of data usage cannot be disabled. See the Data Vendors tab for more information on processor and subprocessor relationships.



	 Advertising Usage


You consent to our collection and processing of data for marketing and advertising purposes. Your data will never sold by Nanoleaf to another party even if you give consent. See the Data Vendors tab for more information on processor and subprocessor relationships.



	 Performance Usage


You consent to our collection and processing of data for the purpose of improving the functionality and user experience of this website and similar websites on the nanoleaf.me domain and subdomains. See the Data Vendors tab for more information on processor and subprocessor relationships.



	 Personalization Usage


You consent to our collection and processing of data in order to personalise your browsing experience and present to you more relevant content and experience based on the preferences which you indicate. See the Data Vendors tab for more information on processor and subprocessor relationships.








Data Exchange With Third Parties
The below services and use cases refer to direct agreements with third-party vendors which may process data (processors) on our behalf (as a sub-processor). We take care to select vendors who have appropriate protections in place around the handling of personally-identifiable information, and describe the related interactions in plain language to the best of our ability. Links to vendor privacy policies and vendor opt-outs can be found in the "Data Vendors" section.

	Google Analytics



We use Google Analytics to analyse aggregate behaviour on our website, with the goal of using these aggregated data sets to improve user experience, website performance, and relevance of the content that we publish. We do not use the user-id-session collection function, and do not analyse individual user sessions using Google Analytics. We do create remarketing lists with Google Analytics, which at aggregate are used to improve the relevance of paid advertising for users who have not opted out of data collection with Google (please see the "Data Vendors" tab for opt-out instructions). These lists cannot be used by Nanoleaf to personally identify you. On the European locales of our website, IP addresses are anonymised by local servers before data is processed by Google Analytics. Please note that anonymised data may be sent to these third countries : United States, Canada, Hong Kong.


Data is Anonymised : Yes
Data Storage Locations : France, Canada, United States, Hong Kong
Data Usage Purposes : Technical Analysis, Marketing
To disable the collection of data for processing with Google Analytics, you can install the opt-out tool here



	Google Optimize



We use Google Optimize to analyse aggregate visitor preferences and help determine whether the content which we publish on our website is useful for visitors. This includes "A/B" and "Multivariant" tests of content and website design/layout. The information collected through this analysis is of an aggregate, anonymous nature (user-id-session is not collected).


Data is Anonymised : Yes
Data Storage Locations : France, Canada, United States, Hong Kong
Data Usage Purposes : Technical Analysis, Marketing




	Google Ads



We use Google Ads to promote our products and services in various countries, including the United Kingdom and the member states of the European Union. Ad products which we utilise include AdWords (text and search), Display (banner), and various formats of video advertising units on YouTube. Google Ads is a subprocessor of aggregate data collected via Google Analytics and shared with Google Ads in an anonymised manner (user-id-session is not transmitted, since it is not collected). Ad personalization signals are disabled by default for users in the EU and UK. This prevents the use of remarketing and retargeting advertisements unless a visitor has opted in for this use.


Data is Anonymised : No
Data Storage Locations : Canada, United States, Hong Kong
Data Usage Purposes : Marketing
Google's privacy policy can be found here



	Facebook Connect



We use Facebook Connect to record behavioural activity related to sales, and to improve the relevance of marketing and advertising to "look-alike cohorts". In practice, this means that an anomymous Facebook user-id is generated after the completion of a sale and sent to Facebook to attribute against a set of user data in their posession. At aggregate, this data is used to improve the targeting of advertising to visitors on Facebook, Instagram, and other properties owned by Meta (primarily by identifying "like" users on these platforms who may find the advertisements relevant).


Data is Anonymised: No
Data Storage Locations: United States
Data Usage Purposes: Marketing
Facebook's privacy policy can be found here



	Twitter Connect



We use Twitter Connect to record certain behavioural actions on Twitter (for example, link clicks to our website) and analyse the associated behaviours on our website with the goal of improving the experience that visitors have, and determine which content is relevant. This data is aggregated and anonymous in nature, individual user sessions are not analysed and Nanoleaf cannot attribute this data to its own personally-identifiable data stored in user accounts for Nanoleaf services.


Data is Anonymised: No
Data Storage Locations: United States
Data Usage Purposes: Marketing
Twitter's privacy policy can be found here



	Funnelytics



We use Funnelytics to determine the success of marketing campaigns in aggregate, on narrowly-defined sets of website landing pages and purchase checkouts. This data is aggregated and anonymous in nature, and cannot be used by Nanoleaf to personally identify a visitor to our website.


Data is Anonymised: Yes
Data Storage Locations: Canada
Data Usage Purposes: Marketing
Funnelytics' privacy policy can be found here



	Shopify



We use Shopify to process purchases on our website in a PCI DSS compliant checkout environment which meets PSD2 requirements as required by law in the European Union. All payment transactions are processed in France, and are compliant with national law as well as the regulations proscribed by the European Commission. When you make a purchase on the Nanoleaf Shop, data essential to the processing and fulfillment of your purchase is shared with Shopify (the processor) and accessed by Nanoleaf as required to fulfill your order (the sub-processor). Purchase data is aggregated and processed by Nanoleaf for reporting purposes (these reports are not shared with other parties under any circumstances). Personally-identifiable information is used only to provide order fulfillment and customer service (either at your request, or proactively when we identify in advance service or logistics disruptions which may impact you). All data collected and stored on Shopify's servers is subject to the right to be forgotten, and you may request deletion of such data at any time by contacting us to initiate the request on your behalf. After a request has been initiated, Shopify will communicate with you directly solely in regards to the progress of your data deletion request. Please see the ""Data Vendors"" section for more information.


Data is Anonymised: No
Data Storage Locations: France, Canada, Hong Kong, Japan, Vietnam
Data Usage Purposes: Order Processing and Fulfillment
Please note that personally-identifiable information for EU and UK customers is stored in France, and may be sub-processed in Canada. This data is not stored in the other locations listed (rather, the data for customers in those regions is stored locally).
To submit a right to be forgotten request, please contact Nanoleaf Support
More information on how Shopify manages GDPR compliance and deletion requests is available here



	Brevo



We use Brevo to provide certain transactional and marketing-related email or SMS communications with your explicit permission (the opt-in mechanism required when signing up for a contact list on our website). At our direction, Breco facilitates the communication of commercial and non-commercial messages based on the permissions which you gave during the sign-up process. Some examples include limited-time promotions, general company news and updates, or product-specific news and updates related to devices which you have indicated that you own (or have purchased through the Nanoleaf Shop on our website). All data collected and stored on Brevo's servers is subject to the right to be forgotten, and you may request deletion of such data by contacting us. Personally-identifiable information is limited to your contact record, which only includes information which you have volunteered during the signup process (common data attributes are name, email address, country of domicile, language preference, and products owned).


Data is Anonymised: No
Data Storage Locations: France
Data Usage Purposes: Marketing, Non-Marketing Communications
To submit a right to be forgotten request, please contact Nanoleaf Support
More information on how Brevo manages GDPR compliance is available here



	Gorgias



We use Gorgias to facilitate customer service, order support, and technical support interactions via LiveChat on our website, telephone (IP telephony), social media messaging, and email messaging. Personally-identifiable information is required to facilitate these interactions, which includes your email address and (optionally) your name and telephone number. Order reference numbers and device serial numbers are also commonly requested to facilitate such interactions, although these cannot be used in isolation to personally identify you. Gorgias stores your contact details and case history, which enables us to provide better (and more expedient) customer service in the future. You can request deletion of any case or your case history at any time by contacting us.


Data is Anonymised: No
Data Storage Locations: United States
Data Usage Purposes: Customer Service
To submit a right to be forgotten request, please contact Nanoleaf Support
More information on how Gorgias manages GDPR compliance is available here



	Pinterest



We use Pinterest Ads to measure, report on and improve the performance of ads on Pinterest, or to figure out what kinds of ads to show customers on or off of Pinterest. This includes information about your visits to our site or purchases you made from us, or information about your interests from a third-party service, which we might use to help show you ads. You can control how we use this information to personalize your experience and the ads you see on Pinterest in your Privacy and Data Settings.


Data is Anonymised: No
Data Storage Locations: United States
Data Usage Purposes: Marketing
Pinterest's privacy policy can be found here



	TikTok



We use TikTok Ads to promote our products and services in various countries.TikTok shares information with advertisers and third-party measurement companies to show how many and which users of the Platform have viewed or clicked on an advertisement. If you use the TikTok Lite version of TikTok, information is shared with advertising networks to display personalised advertisements to you on the TikTok Lite app and elsewhere online. TikTok stores and processes data in accordance with their privacy policy.


Data is Anonymised: No
Data Storage Locations: United States and Canada
Data Usage Purposes: Marketing
TikTok's privacy policy can be found here









CLOSESAVE & ACCEPT
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Hello, Traveller! Hallo Reisender! Bonjour voyageur ! Halo, Wisatawan! Ciao, Viaggiatore! ようこそ、旅行者の皆様。 안녕하세요, 여행자 여러분들! สวัสดีนักเดินทาง! Xin chào, khách du lịch! 您好，喜愛旅行的各位!
We think there might be a better match for your location and language :) You can set these below for local prices and the fastest delivery. Wir glauben, dass es für Ihren Standort und Ihre Sprache eine bessere Übereinstimmung geben könnte :) Diese können diese unten einstellen, um lokale Preise und die schnellste Lieferung zu erhalten. Nous pensons qu’il pourrait y avoir de meilleurs résultats correspondant à votre emplacement et à votre langue :) Vous pouvez les préciser ci-dessous pour avoir une idée sur les prix locaux et les meilleurs délais de livraison. Kami pikir mungkin ada kecocokan yang lebih baik untuk lokasi dan bahasa Anda :) Anda dapat mengaturnya di bawah ini untuk harga lokal dan pengiriman tercepat. Potrebbe esserci una corrispondenza migliore per la località e la lingua da te scelta :) Impostale qui sotto per i prezzi a livello locale e una consegna più rapida. お客様の地域や言語によりピッタリのウェブページをお選びください :)以下から、現地の価格や最短の配信をご設定いただけます。 귀하의 위치와 언어에 더 적합한 매치가 있으리라 생각합니다. 지역 금액 및 가장 빠른 배송을 위해 귀하는 위치와 언어를 아래에서 설정할 수 있습니다. เราพบว่ามีตัวเลือกที่ดีกว่าสำหรับที่อยู่และภาษาของคุณ คุณสามารถตั้งค่าข้อมูลเหล่านี้ด้านล่างสำหรับราคาท้องถิ่นและเวลาจัดส่งที่เร็วที่สุด Chúng tôi nghĩ rằng có thể có sự phù hợp tốt hơn cho vị trí và ngôn ngữ của bạn :) Bạn có thể đặt những điều này bên dưới để có giá địa phương và giao hàng nhanh nhất. 使用自己的位置和語言肯定更順手吧:)您可以在下方設定這些選項，並取得當地價格與最快的交付。


Location Standort Emplacement Lokasi Località 場所 위치 ที่อยู่ Vị trí 位置 

Language Sprache Langue Bahasa Lingua 言語 언어 ภาษา Ngôn ngữ 語言 


TO  SITE or stay here
ZUR SEITE GEHEN or stay here
ALLER AU SITE or stay here
Kunjungi situs webnya or stay here
VAI AL SITO or stay here
該当ウェブサイトへ移動 or stay here
사이트로 이동 or stay here
ไปที่เว็บไซต์ or stay here
Ghé thăm trang web or stay here
瀏覽網頁 or stay here





 off
Discount code  will be applied* at checkout.

*for all eligible products
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Get Exclusive Offers and News
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	Company


About Us
Careers
Blog
Warranty & Returns
Product Declarations
Caratéristiques Environnementales des produits Nanoleaf


Shop Nanoleaf


Nanoleaf Shop FAQ
Nanoleaf Shop Account Login
Nanoleaf Shop Catalogue
Find a Retailer



	For Developers


Developer Forum
API Documentation


Nanoleaf Programs


Beta Program
Affiliates & Distributors
Points Program
Nanoleaf Experiences
Creator Club
Student Program iRegister with Student Beans to verify your student status and get a 15% discount code. JOIN NOW







	Contact Us


Contact Us
Newsroom
Helpdesk & FAQ
Customer Support
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Welcome to Nanoleaf Chat
We anticipate the launch of our live chat support in early April. Once launched, our new chat operating hours will be 9:30am EDT/EST until 11:30pm EDT/EST. In the meantime, you can also check out our Helpdesk for answers to common questions and simple fixes!

Helpdesk Live Chat
[image: ]
What can we help you with today?

	Technical Support
	Works With
	Connectivity & Pairing
	Warranty & Replacements
	Orders & Returns
	FAQ





Technical Support

	Lines
	Elements
	Essentials
	Shapes
	Canvas
	OG Rhythm Light Panels
	Remote
	Smart Ivy
	Nanoleaf One





Lines

	Setting up Nanoleaf Lines on iOS


	Setting up Nanoleaf Lines on Android


	Nanoleaf Lines Processor LED - What does the light mean?


	Soft & Hard Resets for Nanoleaf Lines




Live Chat

Elements

	Setting up Nanoleaf Elements on iOS


	Setting up Nanoleaf Elements on Android


	How to enable Hotspot Mode on Nanoleaf Elements


	Soft & Hard Resets for Nanoleaf Elements




Live Chat

Essentials

	My Essentials are not turning or receiving power. What should I do?


	How to connect a Google Nest device to your lights with Seamless Setup?


	Can I use a dimmer switch to control my Nanoleaf Essentials bulbs?


	Essentials, Thread and Border Routers




Live Chat

Shapes

	Shapes Linkers


	Shapes Power Supply


	Shapes Controller LEDs - What do the lights mean?


	Soft & Hard Reset Nanoleaf Shapes




Live Chat

Canvas

	How Do I Reset My Nanoleaf Canvas?


	How do I use Touch and Touch Gestures with My Nanoleaf Canvas?


	What do the LEDs on the Canvas Control Square Indicate?


	Can I use the Canvas Outside?




Live Chat

Remote

	How to use your Nanoleaf Remote with Shapes and Elements


	Pairing Your Remote to the Shapes


	Pairing Your Remote to Nanoleaf Canvas


	Pairing Your Remote to Nanoleaf Light Panels Using the Rhythm Module




Live Chat

OG Rhythm Light Panels

	Light Panels Technical Specs


	My Light Panels are Showing Up as Unreachable or Not Connected


	How do I reset my Light Panels?


	Requirements for setting up the Nanoleaf Light Panels




Live Chat

Smart Ivy (Discontinued)

	I can’t see my hub in the Nanoleaf App during first time setup.


	How do I reset the Hub settings?


	How do I sync between iOS devices on the same iCloud account?


	My hub's discovery button isn't working.




Live Chat

Nanoleaf One (Discontinued)

	Can I use the Nanoleaf One in a fully enclosed fixture?


	Is the Nanoleaf One dimmable?


	Does the Nanoleaf One work in 120AC and 200-240AC?




Live Chat

Works With

	Nanoleaf iOS App
	Nanoleaf Android App
	Nanoleaf Desktop App
	Amazon Alexa
	Google Home
	IFFFT
	Razer
	Nanoleaf Cloud





Nanoleaf iOS App

	How do I set up schedules in the Nanoleaf App?


	Adding another set of Nanoleaf Light Panels in your iOS App


	I’ve changed my phone/tablet, how do I setup my Light Panels?


	Adding New Users (iOS)




Live Chat

Nanoleaf Android App

	Controlling Multiple Devices (Android)


	What are Scenes?


	Scheduling Your Light Panels (Android)


	My firmware is not updating on my Light Panel controller (Android)




Live Chat

Nanoleaf Desktop App

	Screen Mirroring (Other Features)


	My Nanoleaf don't show up on the Desktop App (WINDOWS)


	My Nanoleaf don't show up on the Desktop App (For Mac)


	PAIRING WITH DESKTOP




Live Chat

Nanoleaf Cloud

	Creating your Nanoleaf Cloud Account


	Managing your Nanoleaf Cloud Account




Live Chat

Amazon Alexa

	How to setup your Nanoleaf device with Amazon Alexa


	What commands can I use to control my Light Panels with Amazon Alexa?


	Having problems controlling your panels with Alexa?




Live Chat

Google Home

	How to Setup Google Home


	What commands can I use to control my Nanoleaf products with Google?


	Having trouble controlling your Light Panels with Google Home?




Live Chat

IFFFT

	How to setup your Light Panels with IFTTT


	Having trouble controlling your Light Panels with IFTTT?




Live Chat

Razer

	How to setup Auto Brightness


	How to setup your Lights Panels with Razer Chroma




Live Chat

Connectivity & Pairing

	I am having connectivity issues with my panels!


	What Internet WIFI does Nanoleaf support


	I’m having connectivity or pairing issues


	I lost my pairing code, where can I find it?




Live Chat

Warranty & Replacements

	How does the Nanoleaf Warranty work?




Live Chat

Orders & Returns

	I did not receive my order. Please help!


	I want to Return/Exchange my store bought Nanoleaf product


	How long is Shipping after I place my order?


	I did not receive my tracking information




Live Chat

FAQ

	Can I sync Nanoleaf lights directly to my monitor or TV?


	Are Nanoleaf panels and bulbs waterproof?


	Does Nanoleaf Price Match?


	My panels fell. Can I get assistance?




Live Chat
After upgrading to a new platform, we expect to have our Live Chat back online in early April. Until then, please use our support forms to contact us.
Close

Something went wrong, please try again.





Hey there! Thanks for reaching out, you are connected with .
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